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7th annual “Night to Remember” 
celebrates life of Catalina Torres
Honoring a life spent 
combatting violence 
hoping to create 
a better future
According to the National Domestic 
Violence Hotline, relationship violence 
happens to 1 in 4 women and 1 in 9 men. 
On average, 24 people per minute are 
victims of rape, physical violence, or 
stalking by a partner. These are just a 
few statistics that become realities for 
people every day.
Catalina Torres was the perfect ex-
ample of a leader who was trying to put 
an end these statistics. She was not only 
an alumna of Saint Mary’s but a woman 
who survived her own abusive relation-
ship and made it her life’s mission to 
help those trapped in violent situations. 
In 2008, Torres was killed while help-
ing a family member escape a harmful 
relationship.
On Tuesday, Oct. 21, students gath-
ered in the Women’s Resource Center 
(WRC) to celebrate Torres’ life and raise 
awareness about relationship violence. 
The event was the 7th Annual “Catalina 
Torres: A Night to Remember” and was 
cosponsored by the WRC, Mission and 
Ministry, and Hermanas Unindas. Gillian 
Cutshaw, the Coordinator of Sexual As-
sault Awareness, Outreach, and Educa-
tion, led an introduction to this event. A 
Lasallian Peer Minister then started with 
an opening prayer.
The first speaker at the event was Mi-
chael Urbina, an alum who now works for 
STAND! For Families Free of Violence as 
the Community Education Coordinator, 
and he shared his experience in the field 
where he works in schools. He works for 
the same organization Torres worked 
for, which truly symbolizes how Torres’ 
legacy lives on and the ways people are 
still striving to better the world.
Later in the evening, members of the 
Student Coalition Against Rape (SCAR) 
spoke about signs of unhealthy relation-
STUDENTS SHARE the light of the candles during the night time vigil in 
honor of Catalina Torres. (Olivia Meme/COLLEGIAN)
Student flu vaccinations become a top priority
As the weather finally begins to cool 
and the rain clouds roll in, an unwelcome 
visitor also starts to make its rounds: the 
flu. Symptoms of the flu, more formally 
known as influenza, can include a 100 
degree fever, a cough or sore throat, 
headaches, body aches, chills, fatigue, 
and nausea.
The flu is often confused with the com-
mon cold; however, flu symptoms are 
often far more severe, while a cold is char-
acterized by milder symptoms like a runny 
or stuffy nose. The flu is usually not fatal, 
especially in the case of young adults, but 
there are times when one should seek 
emergency medical attention. If sickness 
includes difficulty breathing, purple or 
blue discoloration of the lips, pain or 
pressure in the chest or abdomen, sudden 
dizziness, confusion, severe or persistent 
vomiting, or seizures, the afflicted should 
seek out medical assistance immediately.
The Health and Wellness Center is do-
ing its part to combat the flu this season. 
On Monday, Oct. 3 and Wednesday, Oct. 
12 they hosted a Flu Shot Clinic. For those 
who did not have the chance to get one, the 
Health and Wellness Center is continuing 
to offer flu shots throughout the season 
for $20, but they must be given during a 
scheduled appointment.
On Oct. 30 from 8-10 p.m. the Health 
and Wellness Center will be hosting 
another Flu Shot Clinic at the lounge in 
Justin Hall. Dr. Ali Rezapour, Director at 
the Health and Wellness Center, has been 
giving talks on what students can do to 
prevent the spread of the flu this season 
by doing more than just receiving the 
vaccine. Rezapour explained that he tells 
students to “ventilate the rooms that they 
are in, focus on good nutrition and sleep.”
According to the Health and Wellness 
Center, “the seasonal flu vaccines protect 
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ships and how to be an ally to a friend 
who is in a potentially dangerous situ-
ation. Following suit, a faculty member 
from Counseling and Psychological 
Services spoke about resources on cam-
pus for all those seeking information or 
support.
When she finished speaking, Sharon 
Sobotta, the Director of the Women’s 
Resource Center, led an activity where 
every person came up with goals for their 
present and future relationships and 
signed a relationship contract as a way 
see TORRES, page 3
see FLU, page 2
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“I would like everyone 
to know that you are 
not alone and speaking 
up can be valuable 
and helpful to you.”
Health and Wellness Center provides easy access to flu vaccines
F L U  F A C T S
3
Yearly
$20
71%
Most common flu virus strains in a flu 
vaccine; other strains also exist
recommended frequency of a flu shot for 
all persons 6 months or older
price of a flu shot available by appointment 
from the Health and Wellness Center
reduction in flu hospitalizations in 
adults after receiving a flu shot
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
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Artist Goes on Graffiti Spree at 
Multiple National Parks
In perhaps the boldest way pos-
sible, New York artist Casey Nocket 
documented her trips through 
various national parks on Insta-
gram — by painting pictures on 
the various landscapes and posting 
them online. In a spree that spans 
more than half a dozen different 
parks, and perhaps even more not 
known yet, Nocket vandalized 
rock surfaces in Yosemite National 
Park, Crater Lake National Park in 
Oregon, Grand Canyon in Arizona, 
Joshua Tree, Death Valley, and Se-
quoia and Kings Canyon National 
Parks. It is known that she has 
visited a number of others parks 
on the West Coast, but so far it is 
unclear how many areas she actu-
ally painted on. Rather than using 
relatively safe chalk, Nocket know-
ingly painted on each surface using 
acrylic paint. Authorities are in-
vestigating Nocket’s whereabouts 
and she is expected to face serious 
charges for the defacement of 
federal property. Her accounts on 
Tumblr and Instagram and other 
media, known simply as Creepyt-
ings, have since either deleted her 
accounts or else set them to private.
Shooting at Marysville Wash-
ington State School
Friday, Oct. 24 marked another 
school shooting as freshman Jaylen 
Fryberg opened fire in the Marys-
ville-Pilchuck high school cafeteria. 
Fryberg shot five students,  killing 
one and putting the other four in 
either serious or critical condition 
before committing suicide. Fry-
berg was apparently targeting the 
people he had a close relationship 
with, as police note that two of the 
students shots were relatives of 
Fryberg and also follow his social 
media trail leading up to the inci-
dent — a trail that seems to indicate 
frustration with those close to him. 
A small vigil was held on Saturday 
at a local church for the one girl who 
died and the four students that are 
still struggling for their lives.
Man Beaten to Death with a 
Sauce Pan
In what seems to be a random 
act of violence, 88-year-old Vincent 
Leuzzi was robbed and beaten to 
death by 23-year-old Edwin Es-
trada back in July of 2010. Estrada, 
a man from New Jersey, attacked 
Leuzzi with a saucepan. Leuzzi died 
from blunt force trauma, which 
forensics revealed consisted of at 
least 9 blows to the head. Allegedly, 
at the time of the attack Estrada 
was extremely high on drugs and 
was hearing voices. Estrada claims 
he was high on both PCP and mari-
juana, and that the voice he heard 
was the devil urging him to do it. 
Estrada has since been tried and 
was convicted for charges includ-
ing murder, burglary, and robbery. 
Estrada received his 60 year sen-
tence last Friday and is headed to 
state prison.
America’s First Cat Cafe Opens 
in Oakland
Cat Town Cafe officially opened 
for business on Saturday, Oct. 
25. Co-owners Adam Myatt and 
Ann Dunn found a 2,200-square 
foot spot on Broadway in uptown 
Oakland in the hopes to not only 
build a comfortable environment 
for people, but also a home for 
cats. Myatt, who also opened a lo-
cal cat rescue organization, is also 
hoping to use the cafe to facilitate 
adoptions and help find true homes 
for the cats. At the cafe, customers 
can come in buy a drink, a latte for 
example, and also pay for an hour 
to play with the felines. While cat 
cafes have been an international 
trend for quite some time, the Cat 
Town Cafe is the first in the United 
States to pass the logistics and 
health code regulations.
Recall on Crabmeat for Poten-
tial Listeria Contamination
A company that sold crab meat 
to several states is now putting out 
a recall order after discovering that 
some might have been contami-
nated with Listeria monocytogenes 
bacteria. The Rome Packing Co. 
Inc. of East Providence sent out the 
order as a voluntary recall order on 
Friday, Oct. 24 for crab meat sold 
under the Ocean’s Catch brand. Al-
though no reports have been made 
about customers getting sick from 
the crab, the company discovered 
the bacteria during a standard 
sampling check. The meat was sold 
in Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Florida, Illinois and California at 
various retail stores, most nota-
bly Legal Sea Foods Harbor Fish 
Market, and Shaw's Supermarkets. 
The Listeria bacteria is particularly 
dangerous and deadly to the very 
young or old that have weakened 
immune systems. The bacteria 
causes listeriosis, which is usually 
preceded by diarrhea, and usually 
causes, at least, a fever and muscle 
aches.
Statue of Liberty Will Wear a 
Bow-Tie for Halloween
Or at least it will appear to. As 
part of an advertising campaign for 
a menswear brand being launched 
by Nick Graham, the Statue of 
Liberty will appear to wear a 60-
foot bow-tie for a time. The idea 
is to lift the two massive bow-ties, 
which weigh around 35 pounds, 
using helicopters and have those 
helicopters hover in front of the 
statue to give the illusion of wearing 
the tie. One bow-tie will be black 
with white dots and the other will 
be orange with white dots. Because 
the Statue of Liberty is in a public 
space, images can be used freely 
from the public. 
10/12/2014 6:30 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: No injuries were sus-
tained in the library parking lot 
and parties involved exchanged 
information; closed
10/18/2014 2:30 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Vio-
lation
Synopsis: Underage possession and 
consumption of alcohol by students, 
and noise violation in Ageno A; re-
ferred to Community Life
10/18/2014 2:30 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Vio-
lation
Synopsis: Underage possession and 
consumption of alcohol by students, 
and noise violation in South Claeys; 
referred to Community Life
10/18/2014 3:07 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Alarm set off by food 
cooking in Guerrieri East-no fire, 
smoke, or scorching; referred to 
Community Life and Facilities 
Services
10/18/2014 11:59 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Vio-
lation
Synopsis: Underage possession/
consumption of alcohol in Freitas 
Hall; referred to Community Life
10/18/2014 11:59 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Vio-
lation
Synopsis: Noise violation in Freitas 
Hall; referred to Community Life
10/20/2014 8:49 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook Vio-
lation
Synopsis: Possession of Marijuana 
and paraphernalia in Moore Hall 
parking lot; referred to Community 
Life
against the three influenza virus-
es that research indicates will be 
most common during the upcom-
ing season.” To confidently avoid 
catching the virus, it is necessary 
to receive the shot every year be-
cause the flu vaccine can change 
based on scientists’ estimation of 
which strains will be most likely 
to circulate.
The flu is especially conta-
gious in dense living spaces and 
communal areas, both of which 
are prevalent at Saint Mary ’s 
College, where there are gener-
ally two to three residents per 
dorm room and areas where 
many people handle the same 
equipment, such as Oliver Hall, 
classrooms, and tech bars in the 
library. It is easy for the flu to 
travel when groups of people are 
so concentrated. According to 
Rachel Garcia, the Associate Di-
rector at the Health and Wellness 
Center, the flu can travel up to six 
feet. Dr. Rezapour remarked that 
once someone has coughed in a 
room the flu “stays aerosolized 
for three to four hours,” which 
means someone who walks into 
that room 2 or 3 hours later is at 
risk of catching it. 
When asked how she felt about 
flu vaccinations, freshman Hollie 
Read said,“If you can prevent 
something, then go for it.” Gar-
cia encourages all Saint Mary’s 
students to receive the vaccine. 
She asserted that “getting the 
flu vaccine is not only healthy 
for the student, but it takes care 
of the community as well. By 
taking care of yourself, you’re 
helping to take care of the people 
around you.” 
Correction
In the Oct. 21, 2014 edition of 
The Collegian, the article “SMC 
alumni take the stage at 10th 
annual Lit Crawl” included an 
incorrect spelling of Rashaan 
Alexis Meneses’ last name and 
misidentified her work as a novel 
instead of a short story. The Col-
legian regrets these errors.  
If you see a mistake or would like 
a clarification of something that 
you see in The Collegian, email 
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Looking Ahead Headlines from around campus and Lamorinda FLU: students are encouraged to get shots every year to stay healthy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1Voter drive registers over 100 
new Moraga voters
A voter drive coordinated 
through a consortium of campus 
organizations and departments 
successfully registered 185 Saint 
Mary’s students to vote in the 
upcoming midterm election on 
Nov. 4. Over 100 of these students 
are also now registered to vote as 
Moraga residents, according to 
Tim Farley, the director of com-
munity and government relations, 
who also in part coordinated the 
student voter drive. In the Moraga 
election, three candidates are 
seeking election for two council 
member seats: incumbent Mayor 
Ken Chew and councilmember 
Dave Trotter is are both seeking 
reelection for town council and 
face challenger Teresa Onoda, a 
professional landscape painter. 
With vested interests in town and 
college relations with building 
plans and continued debate over 
the intramural field lights, it re-
mains to be seen how an increase 
in Saint Mary’s student voters will 
affect the Moraga election.
 
Brenda Hillman to be honored 
with poetry prize
At 3:30 p.m. today in the Soda 
Center, Professor Brenda Hillman 
will receive the Griffin Interna-
tional Poetry Prize. Hillman is an 
accomplished author in addition 
to serving as the program director 
of the MFA in Creative Writing.
 
Spring study abroad results to 
be released Friday
The Center for International 
Programs will notify Spring 2015 
study abroad applicants of their 
status on Friday at 1 a.m. Students 
will be notified via email and will 
hear from Saint Mary’s, not from 
their potential host university.
Campus 
Calendar
The Campus Calendar column 
is a service highlighting major 
events of the week. To include 
your event, email details to 
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations, 
we cannot list individual 
club meetings.
One Planet Film Festival
Tuesday, October 28th
6:30 p.m.
Galileo Hall 201
Contact Kenneth Worthy
kaw9@stmarys-ca.edu
Rethinking Pink Breast 
Cancer Luncheon
Wednesday, October 29th
1-2:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Sharon Sobotta
(925) 631-4171
Skill Scan Workshop
Wednesday, October 29th
Brother Urban Gregory Hall
1-2:30 p.m.
Contact Career Center
x4600
Latin American Film Festival
Wednesday, October 29th
De La Salle Halle
6:30 p.m.
Contact Maria Luisa Ruiz
mlruiz@stmarys-ca.edu
Anyone Can Whistle 
(Musical)
Thursday, October 30th
8 p.m.
LeFevre Theater
Contact Saint Mary’s Theater Box 
Office
(925) 631-4670
The Amityville Horror
Friday, October 31st
6-8 p.m.
De La Salle Hall
Contact RHA
(925) 631-8336
Saturday of Service
Saturday, November 1st
8:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Check in at SMC Chapel
Contact Damali Burton
djb7@stmarys-ca.edu
Faculty Chamber Music 
Series
Sunday, November 2nd
3 p.m.
SMC Chapel
Contact Martin Rokeach
(925) 631-4682
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TORRES: the night ends with the candlelight vigil for victims of violence
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
GILLIAN CUTSHAW reveals a special memorial stone that will soon be placed in the Legacy 
Garden to honor Torres’ memory. (Olivia Meme/COLLEGIAN)
to keep in mind their personal 
must-haves and deal-breakers 
in friendships and in potential 
partners. After that activity, 
students were given a chance to 
speak about dating and domes-
tic violence in their own lives.
The stories shared were very 
powerful, true signs of Torres’s 
bravery.  Students who were 
close to Torres recalled the ex-
periences they shared with her, 
which consisted of nothing but 
positive remarks about what a 
wonderful woman she was and 
how much she cared for every-
one she met. 
One sophomore at the event, 
Prianka Chaudhri, said “This 
was a beautiful and empower-
ing event for the community as 
a whole. It was really great that 
her spirit is still here and is em-
powering everyone to speak out 
against his or her experiences. 
I wish I knew her because she 
sounds like an amazing person 
but even though she’s not physi-
cally here, she is still making an 
impact on all of our lives.”
After the student remarks, 
Hermanas Unidas led a silent 
walk to the Chapel where a can-
dlelight vigil was held in both 
Torres’ honor as well as for all 
those who have been affected by 
relationship violence. Students 
prayed and held candles as a 
way to take back the night and 
to restore what has been lost. 
W h e n  a s k e d  w h a t  o t h e r s 
should take away from this 
event, senior Emily Klingen-
berger said, “I would like ev-
eryone to know that you are 
not alone and speaking up can 
be valuable and helpful to you. 
I know that when someone is in 
a situation or you know some-
one in a situation surrounding 
issues like this, it can be very 
isolating, and this event em-
phasizes that it is okay to talk 
to people and there is a support 
system for people going through 
experiences like this. It’s okay 
to be scared and it’s okay to feel 
alone but there are definitely 
resources that are waiting to be 
accessed and those resources 
can be the people around you 
and the people that love you.” 
Starting the week of Monday, 
Oct. 13, the Health and Wellness 
Center coordinated its efforts 
with the Women’s Resource Cen-
ter to present the event “Love is 
Louder.” On Monday, there was a 
booth set up in front of the library 
to inform students about the 
meaning behind Love is Louder; 
the main theme of the week was 
body image. On Tuesday, Oct. 14, 
in the Women’s Resource Cen-
ter (WRC), a documentary was 
shown that concerned the story of 
several individuals who struggled 
with body image issues. The 
documentary not only showed 
their varying struggles with food, 
it also showed how receiving 
help facilitated a recovery. One 
of the more touching examples 
discussed in the documentary 
was how one of the women who 
struggled with an eating disor-
der (referred to as an ED) felt 
that when she became pregnant 
she was better able to embrace 
and take care of her body. On 
Thursday, Oct. 16, there was an-
other event at the WRC, where 
participants were encouraged 
to express themselves through 
painting. Most people painted a 
picture of the moon in the night, 
with the silhouette of a person in 
the foreground.  
The point of the event was 
to start a conversation about a 
difficult topic. Aubrey Williams 
said, “This event is so important 
because it gives basic awareness 
of eating disorders and self-love. 
It helps recognize different types 
of people and promotes the mes-
sage that we should love ourselves 
and learn to love each other, and 
to celebrate our differences. 
[Events like these] bring aware-
ness that not everyone looks the 
same, and it’s more complicated 
than it looks on the surface, than 
aesthetics.” Kimi Schiefer agreed 
that “the sooner we acknowledge 
it, the easier it is to seek help and 
not carry shame...There abso-
lutely is a stigma regarding eating 
disorders, and [Love is Louder] 
acknowledges the existence of it, 
and creates solidarity, because 
people look around the room, and 
realize that even though some 
people may not suffer from eating 
disorders, they’re not going to be 
met with ridicule.”
Paula Dulce, who recited a 
poem about the dark side of social 
media, recalled that “we didn’t 
have resources  like this grow-
ing up. No one would think that 
young people go through [eating 
disorders]. With things like Robin 
Williams’ suicide, it brings these 
kinds of issues to the spotlight. 
[The problem with social media] 
is that it creates negative impres-
sions of body image, when every-
one looks different.”
Coline Buencamino, a dancer, 
performed an interpretive dance 
for the participants. She ex-
plained that she felt motivated 
to do the performance because 
body image is a big topic in danc-
ing, where there are strict rules 
concerning the “ideal” body type. 
The dance was a form of self-
expression which encouraged 
everyone watching to embrace 
their bodies.
Nani Schroeder explained that 
she works in the WRC because it 
is “a safe supporting place, and 
[through it] I care about social 
activism, feminism, and helping 
women and men in the pursuit of 
equality.” Schroeder went on to 
explain that “[Love is Louder] is 
important because we get so busy 
with our lives and school, and 
Love is Louder helps us prioritize 
self-care and self-love.”
“Love is Louder” talks about eating disorder stigmas
BY ASHWIN SRINIVASAN
STAFF WRITER
stmaryscollegian.com
JOIN YOUR COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER.
MONDAY AT 6PM
IN DANTE 117.
Let’s be honest, trying times like 
midterms require lots of essentials. 
From all the pretty-colored pens 
with which you’ll make nice notes 
to study, to the textbook you have 
left unopened since day one, and 
to the iPod playlists that make 
studying more bearable. Study 
time never seems quite as produc-
tive without some great tunes, but 
with so many good songs to choose 
from, it gets really hard to compile 
the quintessential playlist. I am 
well aware of this difficulty, so 
here’s a list of some of my current 
favorite songs that get me through 
the week.
Song number one: “Insane” by 
Flume featuring Moon Holiday. 
The whole three and a half minutes 
of this song has a consistently mel-
low beat that sounds like euphoria 
in the ears. Add a few lyrics that are 
mostly comprised of “Go insane,” 
and you are already grooving and 
qued up for song number two. 
Number two: “Sometimes” by 
Miami Horrors. If you feel like 
those beautiful notes you wrote in 
class aren’t going to help you ace 
that Economics exam, maybe the 
soothing voices of this indie-elec-
tronica band from Melbourne will. 
Number three: This tune comes 
from a better known group of 
English indie rockers known 
as Alt-J. With the sultry tune of 
“Bloodflood” you will either feel 
the sensation of dozing off without 
actually falling asleep or you will be 
encouraged to follow their vibes 
in the direction of deep breathing 
exercises. Its a win-win. You’ll feel 
more rested and more focused to 
dominate the exam.
Number four: “Fantasy Park” 
by College will meet all of your 
deepest desires for house and 
Indie music being combined. You’ll 
be so chill by the end of this song, 
you wont even realize that you’re 
knee deep in the longest paper 
you’ve ever written.
Next, we arrive at what I call the 
Setting the study moodLast-minute costume ideas
As college students, it’s difficult 
to find a good Halloween costume. 
Several things get in our way: 
money (or lack thereof ), limited 
costume stores in the area, and 
studying. Before you know it, Hal-
loween is around the corner, and 
you don’t have a costume ready. 
Here are a few “costume recipes” 
for those of us who are a little late in 
putting costumes together:
Keep it classic: You can easily 
go with classics like a witch, ghost, 
mummy,  mermaid, werewolf, 
vampire, princess, zombie, or 
even a pirate. Target, Dollar Tree, 
and even TJ Maxx have most of 
what you’d need for some of these 
costumes, from capes, hats, and 
vampire fangs, to pretty princess 
dresses and costume makeup. 
Group Costume: For an easy 
group costume, have each person 
wear a monochromatic outfit, tape 
“Crayola” on their shirts, and voila! 
You have a group of Crayola Cray-
ons. Alternatively, you can wear 
the same outfits and stick a sun or 
a  rainbow on your shirts and you’re 
a group of Care Bears. 
For the 90’s kid in all of us: 
Beanie Baby: Dress up like an 
animal (any animal), make a con-
struction paper red heart with 
white “TY” letters taped on it as 
the logo, and wear it on a string as 
a “tag.”
Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy: 
To be “Mermaid Man,” you’ll need 
an orange shirt, sea shell bra, star-
fish nose, letter M belt, black span-
dex shorts, teal gloves and tights, 
and pink slippers. Construction 
paper could be used for the shells, 
starfish, and letter M. For “Barnacle 
Boy,” you’ll need a sailor hat, red 
shirt, blue gloves, light blue neck 
scarf, black spandex shorts, and 
blue boots/flippers. Most of these 
items could be found at Target. 
Costumes floating around social 
media:
Bag of Eminems: Wear a trash 
bag and tape pictures of Eminem 
to it (yes, I’m serious). Suddenly, 
you have a punny costume.
Fantasy Football: Simply dress 
up like a wizard with a pointy hat, 
long beard, and wand, but instead 
of a robe, wear a football jersey.
Formal Apology: This one’s a 
little fancier. Wear a nice dress or 
a coat and tie with an “I’m sorry” 
sign taped to your chest. 
Holy Cow: Draw black spots on a 
white shirt using a Sharpie and just 
add angel wings and a halo from 
Dollar Tree. 
Social Butterfly: You just need 
butterfly wings from the costume 
aisle (also available at Dollar Tree) 
and logos from Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and YouTube to tape to 
your body.
Candy Crush: All you need is 
to attach candy to your outfit and 
carry a toy hammer.
When in doubt, a lot of costume 
shirts and skater dresses are pop-
ping up in stores and online. Some 
of these include: DC and Marvel 
superheroes, Star Wars characters, 
Ninja Turtles, Doctor Who, and 
even some Disney characters like 
Buzz Lightyear and Woody. 
If you still need some last min-
ute, DIY inspiration for your cos-
tume,  do a YouTube search for 
some tutorials and you’ll find a 
lot of fun and easy ideas. Bethany 
Mota’s channel has some DIY cos-
tumes that could potentially work 
for both women and men, including 
being a Minion from “Despicable 
Me” and Little Red Riding Hood. 
Ellen DeGeneres’ YouTube chan-
nel, “The Ellen Show,” also has 
really fun and cheesy Halloween 
costume ideas.
No matter which costume you 
end up choosing, just remember to 
have fun with it and have a Happy 
Halloween.
Quick Tips
• Style/theme: Are you looking for 
something cute, punny, scary, or geeky?
• Budget: Do you want to buy a costume 
or DIY? Or maybe a little of both?
• Time: Are you planning early or last minute? 
• Weather/Environment: Are you staying 
inside or walking from party to party?
• Single vs. Group Costume: Pre-
planning is really important for 
creating a group costume. 
“in-between” phase of the playlist, 
comprised of songs by three exqui-
site artists that will hopefully bring 
joy to your eardrums and bump up 
the sound coming out of your Beats 
headphones. 
Number five: Elliphant takes this 
spot with her hit tune “Down on 
Life.” This Swedish singer show-
cases some great flow in her raps, 
and her music sizzles with wildly 
creative lyrics. 
Number six: This is the song 
that will get you in the zone. Don’t 
let the song title, “Death,” mislead 
you into thinking that you’re going 
to die, you never will. White Lies 
(featuring Chase and Status) has 
perfected their sound to bring you 
a colossal five minutes of a the most 
perfect blend of various musical 
styles. There is none better.
Number seven: If Danish singer-
songwriter MØ’s song “Glass” 
doesn’t help you perk up from the 
torrential downpour of studying 
until late hours at the library, then 
nothing will. 
Phase three of the playlist is the 
most gratifying. You’ve conquered 
the exams and busted out of those 
smelly Dante classrooms with 
pumped up fists jacked in the air à 
la the final scene of “The Breakfast 
Club.”
Number eight: “Two Fingers” 
by Jake Bugg will have you “kiss-
ing goodbye to every little once 
of pain.” 
Number nine: Next up, we have 
a quality number from Icona Pop 
called “Get Lost.” If this angsty song 
doesn’t inspire you to do something 
fun, and potentially crazy, then 
good luck finding one that does. 
Number ten: to top the playlist 
off, I present to you an English 
hip-hop duo coming straight out of 
Brighton. With their song “That’s 
Classic,” Rizzle Kicks will make 
you cry, laugh, and leave you con-
vinced you should “never say ‘no’ 
to a memory.”
That concludes this list of fabu-
lously varied songs and artists to 
keep you jamming all throughout 
midterms week. Happy listening. 
A playlist to help you chill out and hit the books
Whether you’re wearing white 
hats, panicking that Professor 
Keating will cold-call you, wor-
rying that a vampire will attack 
you,  or  just  laughing about 
science, you’re probably enjoy-
ing the fall TV season. When it 
comes to television, it seems like 
fall consistently has a plethora 
of phenomenal shows to offer. 
One network that’s  really 
gaining popularity, probably 
due to the genius that is Shonda 
Rimes, is ABC. While the net-
work has been well-known for 
decades, the shows “Scandal” 
and “How to Get Away With 
Murder ” pull  in millions of 
viewers each week. These two 
shows are by far two of the 
hottest on television, and they 
harken back to popular themes 
in many other current shows. 
Fall 2014 television centers 
on both drama and comedy, 
particularly of political,  su-
pernatural, or familial nature. 
Grey’s Anatomy actress Kath-
erine Heigl is currently star-
ring in “State of Affairs,” a show 
centering on a CIA analyst far 
too invested in her work. She 
helps to debrief the president 
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of the United States and works 
tirelessly to solve her fiancé’s 
murder. Intriguingly, her fiancé 
also happens to be the presi-
dent’s son. Another show deeply 
trenched in politics is “Madam 
Secretary,” in which Tea Leoni 
plays the secretary of state. Her 
character not only  oversees US 
diplomatic and foreign affairs 
but also has a husband and three 
children. 
If you’re looking for a more 
supernatural vibe, “The Vam-
pire Diaries” returns for its 
sixth season. The show stars Ian 
Somerhalder, Nina Dobrev, and 
Paul Wesley in an intricately-
woven, vampire-filled melo-
drama. Another supernatural 
show premiering this season 
is “Forever,” which stars Judd 
Hirsch as a medical examiner 
who is, quite simply, immortal. 
A comic book-based show, “The 
Flash,” comes to life this season, 
starring “Glee’s” Grant Gustin 
as a forensic investigator struck 
by lightening who becomes the 
fastest man in the world. 
As far as comedies centering 
on relationships, the options 
are varied and numerous. For 
sitcom style shows, “Black-ish” 
seems to be widely popular. 
Starring Anthony Anderson, 
the show centers on an African-
American family living in sub-
urbia. Anderson’s character, 
an ad executive, worries that 
his children are losing their 
sense of cultural identity and 
understanding. “Doctor Who’s” 
Karen Gillan is the star of the 
new sitcom “Selfie,” in which 
a social-media fanatic decides 
her life is dull and friendless 
and enlists the help of her mar-
keting friend to turn her into 
someone glamorous and lik-
able. Another comedy to see 
this season is “Jane the Virgin.” 
A dapted from a Venezuelan 
telenovela, the show centers on 
Gina Rodriguez’s character, who 
is accidently inseminated; the 
consequences are hilarious. A 
little overdramatized, the show 
is still enjoyable and comedic. 
There are so many well-writ-
ten and popular show s this 
season, each offering a  different 
flair. While many shows share 
similar themes, they all have 
distinctive qualities and great 
casts that make each one stand 
out. With the weather cooling 
off, now is a great time to make 
some tea, curl up in a blanket, 
and escape into the dramas and 
comedies this TV season has to 
offer.  
Fabulous Halloween costumes to throw together spur-of-the-moment
Gambino and Badu take over Greek Theatre
On Oct. 17, three blocks down 
from the Greek Theatre in Berke-
ley, CA, multiple lines of people 
wrapped around the streets in 
eager anticipation to see Child-
ish Gambino’s and Erykah Ba-
du’s collaborative performance. 
Though this pairing of artists 
seems like an odd couple con-
sidering the different musical 
genres each has to offer, the per-
formance was enthralling.  
 Two hours before the concert, 
people waited anxiously as the 
two artists did their mic checks, 
with some fans yelling “World-
star!” or “You better call Tyrone!” 
Fans of all ages rushed to the 
front of the stage, creating a 
densely woven mob with no room 
for anyone to move a muscle.
The night first started with 
the neon-wearing, Los Angeles-
based rap group Overdose. Their 
name was nothing short of what 
their performance had to offer 
because it was an overdose of 
noise and running around. As 
the group covered Bay Area rap 
songs, members of the group 
dove into the crowd and were 
immediately carried back to the 
stage. Though the opening act 
was chaotic, they left the crowd 
hyped up and ready for the head-
liners.
T h e  c r ow d  r o a r e d  a s  t h e 
31-year-old rapper, comedian, 
and actor Childish Gambino 
came to the center of the stage 
with style and confidence. Bright 
white lights radiated off of him, 
and fans proceeded to scream 
“Worldstar!” as the innovative 
rapper graced the stage. True 
Gambino supporters rapped 
along as he performed “3005” 
from his sophomore album “Be-
cause the Internet.” The mob 
of fans jumped up and down as 
he tore down the house with 
“Sweatpants.” 
Moving onto a song from his 
debut album “Camp,” Gambino 
said, “I haven’t done this in 
awhile. I’m bringing it back a 
bit” and performed “L.E.S.” He 
then slowed down the night as 
he covered Usher’s 2001 song, 
“U Don’t Have to Call.”  He left 
the crowd astounded with every 
rhyme he spit out. As he left the 
stage, Gambino pumped up the 
crowd and said, “I hope y’all are 
ready for Ms. Badu.” 
The lights changed to blue 
a n d  l a v e n d e r,  a n d  a m b i e n t 
sounds played from the chimes 
as Erykah Badu entered. The 
crowd grew quiet upon seeing 
the neo-soul artist in awe be-
cause of her long absence from 
the music industry. Nostalgia 
hit the crowd as she performed 
her 90’s hits, “Tyrone,” “Love 
of My Life” and “Window Seat.” 
She later brought out a beat pad 
and played live as break dancers 
moved around her.
Though many younger fans of 
Childish Gambino did not come 
there for Erykah Badu, they were 
left in awe of her soulful voice, 
her comedic timing, and her 
theatricality. Her wisdom exuded 
in her poetic style and showcased 
the struggles and happiness of 
the 1990’s African-American 
community.  
This one-night-only concert 
of soul and hip-hop was a night 
of legendary greatness from the 
past to the present. Those who 
attended were left amazed, and 
those who didn’t attend missed 
something worthwhile.  Seeing 
a true artist perform on stage is 
rare to come by, but seeing two 
true artists perform at the same 
concert is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity.  
Courtesy of Forever Childish
Iron Chef SMC: Culinary extraordinaire students
Matthew Gahagan is a Resi-
dent Advisor for the first floor 
Claeys North, a Writing Advisor 
for the CWAC, and an Academic 
Honor Council member. Mat-
thew has a very hectic schedule 
between his on-campus com-
mitments and his psychology 
classes, so he uses easy recipes 
from home to quickly put din-
ner tog ether.  If  Matthew is 
especially busy, he has some 
quick tricks for making dinner 
in a pinch. He says, “as a back 
up, if I have a large amount of 
homework or something, I will 
buy some prepackaged meals 
from Trader Joe’s. My favorite is 
the potato pancakes because it 
reminds me of authentic cuisine 
from Germany, where some of 
my ancestors are from.” 
I f  M a t t h e w  i s  f o r t u n a t e 
enough to have some free time 
in his day, he can make a home-
cooked meal based on recipes 
he got from home. The leftovers 
can last a couple of days. Mat-
thew ’s favorite recipe is his 
pasta sauce, “because it tastes 
good and it is affordable for a 
college budget.” His favorite 
pasta to eat this with is rigatoni. 
Matthew ’s pasta recipe in-
cludes certain ingredients: one 
or two cans of crushed tomatoes 
(depending on how much beef 
you are using ), a package of 
ground beef, half an onion, Ital-
ian seasoning (or Italian herbs 
and spices), garlic powder, and 
pasta. 
Season the beef with Italian 
seasoning and garlic powder. 
Next, chop up the onion, and 
let  it  simmer in a  pan with 
the ground beef. When it’s all 
cooked, add in the crushed to-
matoes. After boiling the pasta, 
pour the pasta sauce over it. 
This recipe easily serves four 
people.
Nani Schroeder works at the 
Women’s Resource Center and 
is majoring in Psychology with 
a minor in Women and Gender 
Studies. She loves finding quick 
and easy recipes to fit into her 
busy schedule. “Living off cam-
pus I don’t have a choice to not 
cook. I tell myself that I have 
to make time because it is im-
portant to eat good meals. Even 
if you’re super overwhelmed 
with school, if you’re not eat-
ing, you’re not going to preform 
as well.” 
Nani finds most of her food 
recipes on the Buzzfeed food 
section, which she finds is col-
lege student-friendly. “It’s real-
The collaboration of different genres proves to be successful for the two artists
Matthew Gahagan and Nani Shroeder share their cooking tips and tricks for college
ly nice for students because the 
recipes require minimal work.” 
On the site, you can find two-
ingredient desserts, which are 
perfect for a college student’s 
budget and time. Nani also sug-
gests using ingredients that can 
be used for multiple recipes to 
save money and time. She uses 
half of a Rotisserie roast chicken 
from Safeway for enchiladas 
and then can eat the remaining 
chicken with a side of potatoes 
for lunch the next day. Nani’s 
favorite meal to cook is enchi-
ladas “because they last me for 
multiple meals and they’re easy 
to cook.”
To make Nani’s enchiladas, 
you will need: corn tortillas, en-
chilada sauce, cheddar cheese, 
canned corn, and Safeway ro-
tisserie chicken (already pre-
cooked). 
Dip the tortillas in the enchi-
lada sauce and fill them with 
whatever you want; Nani likes 
to fill them with corn, chicken, 
and cheese. Roll them up and 
put them in a glass-baking dish 
in rows, and pour in the rest of 
the enchilada sauce on top and 
sprinkle cheese on top. Bake at 
350 degrees until the cheese 
begins to bubble. The chicken 
is already pre-cooked so no spe-
cific baking time is needed. This 
recipe makes about four meals. 
Courtesy of Newest Obsession
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Let’s be honest, trying times like 
midterms require lots of essentials. 
From all the pretty-colored pens 
with which you’ll make nice notes 
to study, to the textbook you have 
left unopened since day one, and 
to the iPod playlists that make 
studying more bearable. Study 
time never seems quite as produc-
tive without some great tunes, but 
with so many good songs to choose 
from, it gets really hard to compile 
the quintessential playlist. I am 
well aware of this difficulty, so 
here’s a list of some of my current 
favorite songs that get me through 
the week.
Song number one: “Insane” by 
Flume featuring Moon Holiday. 
The whole three and a half minutes 
of this song has a consistently mel-
low beat that sounds like euphoria 
in the ears. Add a few lyrics that are 
mostly comprised of “Go insane,” 
and you are already grooving and 
qued up for song number two. 
Number two: “Sometimes” by 
Miami Horrors. If you feel like 
those beautiful notes you wrote in 
class aren’t going to help you ace 
that Economics exam, maybe the 
soothing voices of this indie-elec-
tronica band from Melbourne will. 
Number three: This tune comes 
from a better known group of 
English indie rockers known 
as Alt-J. With the sultry tune of 
“Bloodflood” you will either feel 
the sensation of dozing off without 
actually falling asleep or you will be 
encouraged to follow their vibes 
in the direction of deep breathing 
exercises. Its a win-win. You’ll feel 
more rested and more focused to 
dominate the exam.
Number four: “Fantasy Park” 
by College will meet all of your 
deepest desires for house and 
Indie music being combined. You’ll 
be so chill by the end of this song, 
you wont even realize that you’re 
knee deep in the longest paper 
you’ve ever written.
Next, we arrive at what I call the 
Setting the study moodLast-minute costume ideas
As college students, it’s difficult 
to find a good Halloween costume. 
Several things get in our way: 
money (or lack thereof ), limited 
costume stores in the area, and 
studying. Before you know it, Hal-
loween is around the corner, and 
you don’t have a costume ready. 
Here are a few “costume recipes” 
for those of us who are a little late in 
putting costumes together:
Keep it classic: You can easily 
go with classics like a witch, ghost, 
mummy,  mermaid, werewolf, 
vampire, princess, zombie, or 
even a pirate. Target, Dollar Tree, 
and even TJ Maxx have most of 
what you’d need for some of these 
costumes, from capes, hats, and 
vampire fangs, to pretty princess 
dresses and costume makeup. 
Group Costume: For an easy 
group costume, have each person 
wear a monochromatic outfit, tape 
“Crayola” on their shirts, and voila! 
You have a group of Crayola Cray-
ons. Alternatively, you can wear 
the same outfits and stick a sun or 
a  rainbow on your shirts and you’re 
a group of Care Bears. 
For the 90’s kid in all of us: 
Beanie Baby: Dress up like an 
animal (any animal), make a con-
struction paper red heart with 
white “TY” letters taped on it as 
the logo, and wear it on a string as 
a “tag.”
Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy: 
To be “Mermaid Man,” you’ll need 
an orange shirt, sea shell bra, star-
fish nose, letter M belt, black span-
dex shorts, teal gloves and tights, 
and pink slippers. Construction 
paper could be used for the shells, 
starfish, and letter M. For “Barnacle 
Boy,” you’ll need a sailor hat, red 
shirt, blue gloves, light blue neck 
scarf, black spandex shorts, and 
blue boots/flippers. Most of these 
items could be found at Target. 
Costumes floating around social 
media:
Bag of Eminems: Wear a trash 
bag and tape pictures of Eminem 
to it (yes, I’m serious). Suddenly, 
you have a punny costume.
Fantasy Football: Simply dress 
up like a wizard with a pointy hat, 
long beard, and wand, but instead 
of a robe, wear a football jersey.
Formal Apology: This one’s a 
little fancier. Wear a nice dress or 
a coat and tie with an “I’m sorry” 
sign taped to your chest. 
Holy Cow: Draw black spots on a 
white shirt using a Sharpie and just 
add angel wings and a halo from 
Dollar Tree. 
Social Butterfly: You just need 
butterfly wings from the costume 
aisle (also available at Dollar Tree) 
and logos from Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and YouTube to tape to 
your body.
Candy Crush: All you need is 
to attach candy to your outfit and 
carry a toy hammer.
When in doubt, a lot of costume 
shirts and skater dresses are pop-
ping up in stores and online. Some 
of these include: DC and Marvel 
superheroes, Star Wars characters, 
Ninja Turtles, Doctor Who, and 
even some Disney characters like 
Buzz Lightyear and Woody. 
If you still need some last min-
ute, DIY inspiration for your cos-
tume,  do a YouTube search for 
some tutorials and you’ll find a 
lot of fun and easy ideas. Bethany 
Mota’s channel has some DIY cos-
tumes that could potentially work 
for both women and men, including 
being a Minion from “Despicable 
Me” and Little Red Riding Hood. 
Ellen DeGeneres’ YouTube chan-
nel, “The Ellen Show,” also has 
really fun and cheesy Halloween 
costume ideas.
No matter which costume you 
end up choosing, just remember to 
have fun with it and have a Happy 
Halloween.
Quick Tips
• Style/theme: Are you looking for 
something cute, punny, scary, or geeky?
• Budget: Do you want to buy a costume 
or DIY? Or maybe a little of both?
• Time: Are you planning early or last minute? 
• Weather/Environment: Are you staying 
inside or walking from party to party?
• Single vs. Group Costume: Pre-
planning is really important for 
creating a group costume. 
“in-between” phase of the playlist, 
comprised of songs by three exqui-
site artists that will hopefully bring 
joy to your eardrums and bump up 
the sound coming out of your Beats 
headphones. 
Number five: Elliphant takes this 
spot with her hit tune “Down on 
Life.” This Swedish singer show-
cases some great flow in her raps, 
and her music sizzles with wildly 
creative lyrics. 
Number six: This is the song 
that will get you in the zone. Don’t 
let the song title, “Death,” mislead 
you into thinking that you’re going 
to die, you never will. White Lies 
(featuring Chase and Status) has 
perfected their sound to bring you 
a colossal five minutes of a the most 
perfect blend of various musical 
styles. There is none better.
Number seven: If Danish singer-
songwriter MØ’s song “Glass” 
doesn’t help you perk up from the 
torrential downpour of studying 
until late hours at the library, then 
nothing will. 
Phase three of the playlist is the 
most gratifying. You’ve conquered 
the exams and busted out of those 
smelly Dante classrooms with 
pumped up fists jacked in the air à 
la the final scene of “The Breakfast 
Club.”
Number eight: “Two Fingers” 
by Jake Bugg will have you “kiss-
ing goodbye to every little once 
of pain.” 
Number nine: Next up, we have 
a quality number from Icona Pop 
called “Get Lost.” If this angsty song 
doesn’t inspire you to do something 
fun, and potentially crazy, then 
good luck finding one that does. 
Number ten: to top the playlist 
off, I present to you an English 
hip-hop duo coming straight out of 
Brighton. With their song “That’s 
Classic,” Rizzle Kicks will make 
you cry, laugh, and leave you con-
vinced you should “never say ‘no’ 
to a memory.”
That concludes this list of fabu-
lously varied songs and artists to 
keep you jamming all throughout 
midterms week. Happy listening. 
A playlist to help you chill out and hit the books
Whether you’re wearing white 
hats, panicking that Professor 
Keating will cold-call you, wor-
rying that a vampire will attack 
you,  or  just  laughing about 
science, you’re probably enjoy-
ing the fall TV season. When it 
comes to television, it seems like 
fall consistently has a plethora 
of phenomenal shows to offer. 
One network that’s  really 
gaining popularity, probably 
due to the genius that is Shonda 
Rimes, is ABC. While the net-
work has been well-known for 
decades, the shows “Scandal” 
and “How to Get Away With 
Murder ” pull  in millions of 
viewers each week. These two 
shows are by far two of the 
hottest on television, and they 
harken back to popular themes 
in many other current shows. 
Fall 2014 television centers 
on both drama and comedy, 
particularly of political,  su-
pernatural, or familial nature. 
Grey’s Anatomy actress Kath-
erine Heigl is currently star-
ring in “State of Affairs,” a show 
centering on a CIA analyst far 
too invested in her work. She 
helps to debrief the president 
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of the United States and works 
tirelessly to solve her fiancé’s 
murder. Intriguingly, her fiancé 
also happens to be the presi-
dent’s son. Another show deeply 
trenched in politics is “Madam 
Secretary,” in which Tea Leoni 
plays the secretary of state. Her 
character not only  oversees US 
diplomatic and foreign affairs 
but also has a husband and three 
children. 
If you’re looking for a more 
supernatural vibe, “The Vam-
pire Diaries” returns for its 
sixth season. The show stars Ian 
Somerhalder, Nina Dobrev, and 
Paul Wesley in an intricately-
woven, vampire-filled melo-
drama. Another supernatural 
show premiering this season 
is “Forever,” which stars Judd 
Hirsch as a medical examiner 
who is, quite simply, immortal. 
A comic book-based show, “The 
Flash,” comes to life this season, 
starring “Glee’s” Grant Gustin 
as a forensic investigator struck 
by lightening who becomes the 
fastest man in the world. 
As far as comedies centering 
on relationships, the options 
are varied and numerous. For 
sitcom style shows, “Black-ish” 
seems to be widely popular. 
Starring Anthony Anderson, 
the show centers on an African-
American family living in sub-
urbia. Anderson’s character, 
an ad executive, worries that 
his children are losing their 
sense of cultural identity and 
understanding. “Doctor Who’s” 
Karen Gillan is the star of the 
new sitcom “Selfie,” in which 
a social-media fanatic decides 
her life is dull and friendless 
and enlists the help of her mar-
keting friend to turn her into 
someone glamorous and lik-
able. Another comedy to see 
this season is “Jane the Virgin.” 
A dapted from a Venezuelan 
telenovela, the show centers on 
Gina Rodriguez’s character, who 
is accidently inseminated; the 
consequences are hilarious. A 
little overdramatized, the show 
is still enjoyable and comedic. 
There are so many well-writ-
ten and popular show s this 
season, each offering a  different 
flair. While many shows share 
similar themes, they all have 
distinctive qualities and great 
casts that make each one stand 
out. With the weather cooling 
off, now is a great time to make 
some tea, curl up in a blanket, 
and escape into the dramas and 
comedies this TV season has to 
offer.  
Fabulous Halloween costumes to throw together spur-of-the-moment
Gambino and Badu take over Greek Theatre
On Oct. 17, three blocks down 
from the Greek Theatre in Berke-
ley, CA, multiple lines of people 
wrapped around the streets in 
eager anticipation to see Child-
ish Gambino’s and Erykah Ba-
du’s collaborative performance. 
Though this pairing of artists 
seems like an odd couple con-
sidering the different musical 
genres each has to offer, the per-
formance was enthralling.  
 Two hours before the concert, 
people waited anxiously as the 
two artists did their mic checks, 
with some fans yelling “World-
star!” or “You better call Tyrone!” 
Fans of all ages rushed to the 
front of the stage, creating a 
densely woven mob with no room 
for anyone to move a muscle.
The night first started with 
the neon-wearing, Los Angeles-
based rap group Overdose. Their 
name was nothing short of what 
their performance had to offer 
because it was an overdose of 
noise and running around. As 
the group covered Bay Area rap 
songs, members of the group 
dove into the crowd and were 
immediately carried back to the 
stage. Though the opening act 
was chaotic, they left the crowd 
hyped up and ready for the head-
liners.
T h e  c r ow d  r o a r e d  a s  t h e 
31-year-old rapper, comedian, 
and actor Childish Gambino 
came to the center of the stage 
with style and confidence. Bright 
white lights radiated off of him, 
and fans proceeded to scream 
“Worldstar!” as the innovative 
rapper graced the stage. True 
Gambino supporters rapped 
along as he performed “3005” 
from his sophomore album “Be-
cause the Internet.” The mob 
of fans jumped up and down as 
he tore down the house with 
“Sweatpants.” 
Moving onto a song from his 
debut album “Camp,” Gambino 
said, “I haven’t done this in 
awhile. I’m bringing it back a 
bit” and performed “L.E.S.” He 
then slowed down the night as 
he covered Usher’s 2001 song, 
“U Don’t Have to Call.”  He left 
the crowd astounded with every 
rhyme he spit out. As he left the 
stage, Gambino pumped up the 
crowd and said, “I hope y’all are 
ready for Ms. Badu.” 
The lights changed to blue 
a n d  l a v e n d e r,  a n d  a m b i e n t 
sounds played from the chimes 
as Erykah Badu entered. The 
crowd grew quiet upon seeing 
the neo-soul artist in awe be-
cause of her long absence from 
the music industry. Nostalgia 
hit the crowd as she performed 
her 90’s hits, “Tyrone,” “Love 
of My Life” and “Window Seat.” 
She later brought out a beat pad 
and played live as break dancers 
moved around her.
Though many younger fans of 
Childish Gambino did not come 
there for Erykah Badu, they were 
left in awe of her soulful voice, 
her comedic timing, and her 
theatricality. Her wisdom exuded 
in her poetic style and showcased 
the struggles and happiness of 
the 1990’s African-American 
community.  
This one-night-only concert 
of soul and hip-hop was a night 
of legendary greatness from the 
past to the present. Those who 
attended were left amazed, and 
those who didn’t attend missed 
something worthwhile.  Seeing 
a true artist perform on stage is 
rare to come by, but seeing two 
true artists perform at the same 
concert is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity.  
Courtesy of Forever Childish
Iron Chef SMC: Culinary extraordinaire students
Matthew Gahagan is a Resi-
dent Advisor for the first floor 
Claeys North, a Writing Advisor 
for the CWAC, and an Academic 
Honor Council member. Mat-
thew has a very hectic schedule 
between his on-campus com-
mitments and his psychology 
classes, so he uses easy recipes 
from home to quickly put din-
ner tog ether.  If  Matthew is 
especially busy, he has some 
quick tricks for making dinner 
in a pinch. He says, “as a back 
up, if I have a large amount of 
homework or something, I will 
buy some prepackaged meals 
from Trader Joe’s. My favorite is 
the potato pancakes because it 
reminds me of authentic cuisine 
from Germany, where some of 
my ancestors are from.” 
I f  M a t t h e w  i s  f o r t u n a t e 
enough to have some free time 
in his day, he can make a home-
cooked meal based on recipes 
he got from home. The leftovers 
can last a couple of days. Mat-
thew ’s favorite recipe is his 
pasta sauce, “because it tastes 
good and it is affordable for a 
college budget.” His favorite 
pasta to eat this with is rigatoni. 
Matthew ’s pasta recipe in-
cludes certain ingredients: one 
or two cans of crushed tomatoes 
(depending on how much beef 
you are using ), a package of 
ground beef, half an onion, Ital-
ian seasoning (or Italian herbs 
and spices), garlic powder, and 
pasta. 
Season the beef with Italian 
seasoning and garlic powder. 
Next, chop up the onion, and 
let  it  simmer in a  pan with 
the ground beef. When it’s all 
cooked, add in the crushed to-
matoes. After boiling the pasta, 
pour the pasta sauce over it. 
This recipe easily serves four 
people.
Nani Schroeder works at the 
Women’s Resource Center and 
is majoring in Psychology with 
a minor in Women and Gender 
Studies. She loves finding quick 
and easy recipes to fit into her 
busy schedule. “Living off cam-
pus I don’t have a choice to not 
cook. I tell myself that I have 
to make time because it is im-
portant to eat good meals. Even 
if you’re super overwhelmed 
with school, if you’re not eat-
ing, you’re not going to preform 
as well.” 
Nani finds most of her food 
recipes on the Buzzfeed food 
section, which she finds is col-
lege student-friendly. “It’s real-
The collaboration of different genres proves to be successful for the two artists
Matthew Gahagan and Nani Shroeder share their cooking tips and tricks for college
ly nice for students because the 
recipes require minimal work.” 
On the site, you can find two-
ingredient desserts, which are 
perfect for a college student’s 
budget and time. Nani also sug-
gests using ingredients that can 
be used for multiple recipes to 
save money and time. She uses 
half of a Rotisserie roast chicken 
from Safeway for enchiladas 
and then can eat the remaining 
chicken with a side of potatoes 
for lunch the next day. Nani’s 
favorite meal to cook is enchi-
ladas “because they last me for 
multiple meals and they’re easy 
to cook.”
To make Nani’s enchiladas, 
you will need: corn tortillas, en-
chilada sauce, cheddar cheese, 
canned corn, and Safeway ro-
tisserie chicken (already pre-
cooked). 
Dip the tortillas in the enchi-
lada sauce and fill them with 
whatever you want; Nani likes 
to fill them with corn, chicken, 
and cheese. Roll them up and 
put them in a glass-baking dish 
in rows, and pour in the rest of 
the enchilada sauce on top and 
sprinkle cheese on top. Bake at 
350 degrees until the cheese 
begins to bubble. The chicken 
is already pre-cooked so no spe-
cific baking time is needed. This 
recipe makes about four meals. 
Courtesy of Newest Obsession
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To flu shot or not to flu shot? That is indeed the question for this flu season
Stereotyping labels like ‘African-American’ and ‘gay’ are so not Raven
A new antisocial dating appWomen’s Halloween costumes are too sexy
Recently, Raven-Symoné re-ceived some Twitter backlash 
for comments she made about 
her  identity on Oprah Winfrey’s 
“Where Are They Now?” In her in-
terview with Winfrey, Symoné gave 
a controversial response to a ques-
tion about her sexual identity. When 
Winfrey asked if she had a type of 
language that helped her identify 
her sexual preferences when she 
was younger, her response was, “I 
don’t need language. I don’t need 
a categorizing statement for it.” 
Winfrey followed up by asking “So 
you don’t want to be labeled gay?” 
“I don’t want to be labeled ‘gay,’” 
Symoné said. “I want to be labeled ‘a 
human who loves humans.’ I’m tired 
of being labeled. I’m an American. 
I’m not an African-American. I’m 
an American.”
With regards to labeling one’s 
identity, Symoné has a point. If 
Americans are supposed to be equal 
to their fellow Americans, what is 
the point of labeling or identifying 
sexual orientation, race or gender? 
Aren’t labels designed to distinguish 
between different things? Overall, 
it should not matter. Her sexual 
orientation should not be anyone 
else’s business but her own. There 
is, however, an issue with her final 
statement to Winfrey on the is-
sue: “I’m an American, and that’s 
a colorless person, because we are 
all people.”
The American is not colorless. It 
would be a disservice to all different 
races and ethnicities that helped 
build this country to be called color-
less when race and ethnicity were 
such a huge component of the lives 
of Americans who lived before us. 
With our country’s history, it can 
be easy to disregard color since it 
often seems like the civil rights of 
all who live in the United States 
are recognized, and segregation 
based on color of skin has been 
outlawed.  But should it really be 
disregarded? For Symoné, it may 
be easier to see people as colorless 
because of her privilege as a woman 
of substantial fame and wealth. But 
that view overlooks the fact that for 
many Americans, color is still a de-
termining factor in the way they’re 
viewed by society. If the American 
was a “colorless” person, would we 
still be dealing with issues such as 
racial profiling and police brutal-
ity toward racial minorities? If the 
American were colorless, wouldn’t 
the white girl jokes about Pumpkin 
Spice Lattes and Taylor Swift and 
black girl jokes about twerking and 
“bae,” cease?
The United States was built on 
the premise that there is no singular 
ethnicity in all of its people. The idea 
is that it should be a country com-
prised of people from different rac-
es, countries, and creeds. Symoné 
probably understands that, and this 
could have been exactly what she 
meant when she made those state-
ments to Oprah. But the fact that she 
brings up these important conflicts 
is a testament to the complexity of 
discussing race in America. 
As fall is in full swing, this seasonbrings life to an old danger: 
influenza. More commonly known 
as the flu, its terrible combination 
of fever, exhaustion, and body aches 
are all rolled into one miserable viral 
package. But is it worth the trouble 
of getting vaccinated?
Judging by the World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) and Center for 
Disease Control (CDC), the answer 
is yes. According to the CDC, flu-as-
sociated deaths rose from the 1976-
77 season low of 3,000 to a high of 
49,000 in 2006-07.  Additionally, the 
WHO claims that seasonal influenza 
causes “150,000 hospitalizations and 
30,000–40,000 deaths” annually. 
Fortunately, flu-related casualties 
are now relatively low compared to 
before the vaccine was developed. 
But how dangerous is influenza? The 
World Health Organization lists the 
symptoms as “high fever, dry cough-
ing, headaches, joint and muscle 
pain, malaise (feeling unwell), sore 
throats, and runny noses.” The great-
est danger, however, comes with 
how the flu affects victims already 
afflicted with health complications. 
The CDC says that the influenza 
virus has a chance of exacerbating 
chronic health problems such as 
asthma, neurological conditions, 
chronic lung disease, heart disease, 
blood disorders, endocrine disor-
ders, kidney disorders, liver disor-
ders, weakened immune systems, 
and people undergoing aspirin ther-
apy, among other risk factors. This 
can lead to even more flu-related 
complications such as pneumonia, 
sinus infections, and ear infec-
tions. Even with the many possible 
consequences caused by influenza, 
why are so many people skeptical or 
outright against the vaccine? 
There are a lot of misconceptions 
surrounding both the vaccine and 
the flu. The chief fallacy that many 
latch onto seems to be the idea 
that a flu shot can actually give the 
recipient influenza. To quote the 
CDC, “No, a flu shot cannot cause 
flu illness. Flu vaccines that are 
administered with a needle are cur-
rently made in two ways: the vaccine 
is made either with a) flu vaccine 
viruses that have been ‘inactivated’ 
and are therefore not infectious, or 
b) with no flu vaccine viruses at all
(which is the case for recombinant
influenza vaccine). The most com-
mon side effects from the influenza 
shot are soreness, redness, tender-
ness or swelling where the shot was
given. Low-grade fever, headache
and muscle aches also may occur.”
 Furthermore, the nasal spray 
version of the vaccine is also inca-
pable of infecting patients with the 
sickness, although symptoms like 
runny noses, coughing, and nasal 
congestion can occur. And to the pro-
crastinators out there, the CDC also 
recommends getting a brand new 
flu shot every year. This is because 
the viruses carried by the flu change 
each season, bringing a new mix of 
pathogens, and your immune system 
can weaken over time. 
In this age of modern medicine, 
the flu may seem as pedestrian as 
the common cold.  However, getting 
a flu shot should be considered an 
important component to a healthy 
body. The process is as simple as 
setting up an appointment in the 
Health and Wellness Center and 
paying a cheap one-time fee of $20. 
Don’t you believe your life is worth 
twenty dollars? 
For those who find themselves lonely in a hotel in a unknown 
place, the new smartphone app 
called Hellotel is ready to help 
you interact and socialize with 
fellow guests who are looking for 
human interaction, just like you. 
As a kind of extension of Tinder, 
Hellotel is an app that tries to 
help you network with others 
on the app in the same hotel. By 
checking in on the app, so you 
can view everyone else  who is 
stuck in the same predicament 
as you: being alone. 
What could be easier to get 
rid of that terrible feeling of 
loneliness in your hotel room 
than an app that allows you to 
find some company at the touch 
of your finger? Not much, ac-
cording to Hellotel. The app is 
free to download from the App 
Store, so now we have no excuse 
to be alone in a hotel. Friends 
are readily available, but only if 
others like your profile picture 
of course. Hellotel has adopted a 
similar system to Tinder, as they 
try to match people based on the 
user’s preferences.
 This app, as convenient as 
it may seem, raises some ques-
tions about how accessible we 
are becoming as a generation. 
Long gone is the idea of going to 
the hotel lobby bar and having 
a drink or bite to eat in order 
to meet someone; Hellotel now 
lets you simply do this from the 
comfort of your personal hotel 
room.
Other types of dating apps 
have been successful in recent 
times, and as Hellotel is a fairly 
new app to the field, we will just 
have to wait and see how the 
people respond to this “social 
networking ” application. 
It’s that time of year again: carvedpumpkins are out on lawns, som-
ber or comic gravestones peek 
out from front yards, families are 
stocking up on candy to distribute 
to eager trick-or-treaters. And 
costumes — did someone mention 
costumes? Growing up in San Jose, 
trick-or-treating was always some-
thing I looked forward to. It was an 
opportunity for my best friend and 
I to hang out and eat all the candy 
we wanted. I have great memories 
of being taken by family friends 
to haunted houses complete with 
ghosts and other spooky novelties. 
And who can forget watching 
the reruns of the Disney Channel 
classic, “Hocus Pocus?” Best of 
all was going to school and seeing 
what everyone else dressed up as. 
I remember the Scream masks, the 
skeleton-suits, and the many girls 
dressed as princesses. 
This spirit of playfulness is dis-
torted in college. For example, one 
college professor at UC Davis of-
fered his class extra credit for dress-
ing up. Extra credit? Shouldn’t you 
be motivated by the sheer delight of 
dressing up? Halloween has always 
been about dressing up for the fun 
of it and going around collecting 
candy from neighbors. When did 
costumes become an expression of 
sexuality?
Most deserving of criticism are 
the double standards that dictate 
what boys and girls wear for Hal-
loween. In some ways, the con-
stricting environment that I faced 
in high school with all those rules 
had one perk: it meant that scan-
dalous clothing had to be kept to 
a minimum, especially on events 
which required dressing up, like 
Halloween. But remove the rules, 
and you get an explosion of sexual-
ity. It wasn’t until I started college 
that I’d even heard of costumes like 
“sexy nurse.”
Though it may seem to me that 
sexual costumes suddenly appeared 
with the start of college, even a quick 
look at news reports shows that 
the sexualization of girls’ costumes 
starts when they are children. For 
example, a mother in Canada, ac-
cording to the newspaper The Prov-
ince, was “shocked by the costumes 
available at the store Value Village, 
which is known as Savers in parts of 
the United States.” The boy version 
of a firefighter costume was nothing 
compared to the girl version of the 
same costume, which “featured 
miniskirts and skin-tight dresses.”
I want Halloween to go back to 
the innocent candy-seizing fest 
where children feel free to frolic and 
skip around and have fun with their 
friends. The fact that the sexualiza-
tion of female costumes starts so 
young makes me sick to my stom-
ach. Why has our culture stooped 
so low? It’s time that we as students 
released the “inner activist” within 
us and help to restore Halloween to 
the merriment and innocent sense 
of mischief that I remember partak-
ing in when I was a kid.
Crowd-sourced criticism is more convenient than relying on professionals
The demand for professionalcritics — specifically for res-
taurants — has been slowly fading 
away since the birth of the World 
Wide Web and the smartphone ap-
plication. The day when these crit-
ics cease to exist is coming closer 
and closer. Famous critic Anthony 
Bourdain has gone as far as to say, 
“Yelp has been the death of me.” 
This death is imminent because 
critics are no longer as essential 
as they were back in the day. With 
apps such as Yelp and Urbanspoon, 
the responsibility for weeding out 
the good establishments from the 
bad has shifted from the critic to 
the everyday individual.
Much like how America’s legal 
system uses “jury by peers” and is 
seen as an effective form of justice, 
critiquing by peers is an equally ef-
fective way of evaluating the qual-
ity of restaurants and other estab-
lishments. The average American 
knows what his peers want and 
need in a meal. Even though many 
professional restaurant critics 
have culinary backgrounds, this 
isn’t necessary to write a good re-
view. I don’t have a culinary degree 
or extensive knowledge of the ins 
and outs of the food industry, but I 
do have the general sense of what 
good food and good service are.
Yelp thrives on using this gen-
eral sense of the public’s good 
judgement that prevails in the 
population and utilizes it in their 
simple rating system. Each Yelp 
reviewer gives a restaurant a rat-
ing, and Yelp averages all of these 
out to give an accurate reading of 
the quality of the establishment. 
Time and time again, I have found 
that this style of  rating is a good 
measuring tool to determine the 
actual of quality of the restaurant. 
Again, just as a peer jury’s sense 
of justice and conscience is a good 
measure to determine guilt and in-
nocence when presented with the 
facts, the majority’s opinion based 
on their experiences is a valid 
method to measure a restaurant’s 
reputability. 
Lastly, Yelp is just easy to use. 
If I’m in a pinch, I don’t want to 
search for some critic’s website 
on my phone’s Internet browser. I 
can just pull out my Yelp app, run 
a search in my current location for 
restaurants based on the highest 
average rating, and I instantly have 
a list of restaurants in order from 
highest to lowest ratings. It takes 
about two minutes and it works. I 
have found some of my favorite res-
taurants using this method. People 
know what’s good in a restaurant, 
and I’ll take a majority opinion 
over that of an individual any day. 
Say “Hellotel” to new friends in new places
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Sports 
this week
Friday vs. San Francisco, 3 
p.m.
Sunday vs. Santa Clara, 2 p.m.
Jake Stenberg and the Gaels 
come back home for two WCC 
matchups on the newly opened 
Saint Mary’s Stadium pitch.
Men’s soccer
WoMen’s soccer
Thursday vs. BYU, 3 p.m.
Saturday vs. San Diego, 1 p.m.
Hannah Diaz, with a game-
winning goal against Pacific, 
welcomes BYU and San Diego 
into Saint Mary’s Stadium. Saint 
Mary’s comes in with a 1-3-2 
record in the WCC.
WoMen’s volleyball
Thursday vs. Pacific, 7 p.m.
With a win in their last game, the 
Gaels look to gain momentum 
late in WCC conference play.
Men’s Tennis
Friday @ Gael Classic
Saturday @ Gael Classic
Sunday @ Gael Classic
Men’s Golf
Monday @ Old Corckscrew 
Intercollegiate
Tuesday @ Old  Corckscrew 
Intercollegiate
In college football, it’s almost 
inevitable that the unexpected 
will happen. Last year, Auburn or-
chestrated one of the biggest single 
season turnarounds in the history of 
college football, capped off by an ap-
pearance in the BCS championship. 
This year, the same can be said of 
another SEC team, Mississippi State.
If you were to ask a group of ana-
lysts at the beginning of the season 
about who they thought would be 
the number one ranked team head-
ing into late October and they said 
Mississippi State, they would have 
been laughed at for such an outland-
ish prediction. Often considered an 
afterthought and overshadowed by 
the powerhouses of the SEC, Mis-
sissippi State was penciled in as one 
of the last place finishers as they’ve 
always been. Seven weeks in, how-
ever, the seemingly impossible has 
become a reality. The Mississippi 
State Bulldogs have become the only 
team in the 78-year history of the AP 
poll to go from unranked to number 
one in just seven weeks. Mississippi 
had to beat top-ranked teams such 
as LSU (34-29), Texas A&M (48-31), 
and Auburn (38-23) to achieve a tor-
rid 6-0 record. 
Don’t mistake this team for an-
other Auburn, as Mississippi State 
has risen to the top from a different 
path. Unlike Auburn, the Bulldogs 
are not a traditional powerhouse. 
Bulldogs made impressive statements against SEC rivals
Mississippi State: From unranked to No. 1
They don’t bring in the recruiting 
talent that big name schools such 
that LSU, Alabama, and Texas A&M 
do. They don’t have the reputation or 
million dollar athletic facilities that 
top notch college football schools 
have. Mississippi State’s all-time 
.423 (217-247) winning percentage 
speaks for itself in regards to the 
success the program has had. In fact, 
Mississippi State has never won a 
national football title in its 119 years 
of existence. 
So how is Mississippi  State off to 
their best start in the history of the 
school? It all hangs on junior start-
ing quarterback Dak Prescott. The 
dual threat quarterback has been the 
catalyst of a high-powered Missis-
sippi State offense that averages 41.8 
points per game, one of the highest in 
the nation in this category. The Heis-
man candidate has thrown for 1,478 
yards and 14 touchdowns, and has 
received a quarterback rating of 165. 
The running game, however, is 
where the Bulldogs truly thrive. 
Prescott, a three-star recruit com-
ing out of high school, is listed at 
6’3 and 235 pounds and has drawn 
comparisons to other dual threat 
quarterbacks such as Cam Newton, 
Colin Kaepernick and Tim Tebow. 
Prescott’s size and speed has allowed 
him to rush 576 yards on 5.4 yards 
per carry and to score 8 rushing 
touchdowns. Mississippi State run-
ning back Josh Robinson has simi-
larly been a catalyst for the school’s 
running game. Also a three star 
recruit coming out of high school, 
Robinson has rushed for 689 yards 
(2nd in the SEC) and 8 touchdowns 
on a ridiculous 7.0 yards per carry. 
Overall, the duo leads a powerful 
rushing attack that ranks 13th in 
the nation with rushing 264.3 yards 
per game. 
When it’s all said and done, will the 
Bulldog’s fast start translate to BCS 
glory? Though they do have talented 
players in their front seven, critics 
may point to an inconsistent pass-
ing defense as  Mississippi State’s 
eventual downfall. Or they might 
refer to the Bulldog’s offensive line 
that has given up 10 sacks so far this 
season. Put simply, the Bulldogs are 
not perfect. 
What they have shown, however, 
is grit, determination, and perhaps 
most importantly, the ability to win 
games in big moments. If that isn’t a 
part of what makes a BCS contender, 
I don’t know what is. If Mississippi 
State continues to play like they have 
all season, I see no reason for them 
not to make it to the BCS title game. 
They may be imperfect, but what 
is a good underdog story without 
imperfections?
Dak Prescott has led the Mississippi State Bulldogs to the number one overall ranking. (Courtesy of Saturdaydownsouth.com)
Women’s volleyball splits one of two against WCC foes
Coming off of two upset wins last 
week, the Gaels looked to continue 
to ride their momentum into this 
past week’s games against Santa 
Clara University and University of 
San Francisco. Saint Mary’s was able 
to win one of the two games (against 
USF), leading to victories in three of 
the past four matches. 
Saint Mary’s fell to their Bay Area 
rival, Santa Clara, in four sets by 
scores of 25-20, 23-25, 25-21, and 
25-18 at home. Santa Clara took an 
early lead and spearheaded by Nikki 
Hess with 22 kills. Clare Powers was 
a standout player for the Gaels, fin-
ishing with 15 kills to go along with 
seven digs. Senior Samantha Tinsley 
added 12 kills of her own as she tried 
to help rally her team. Freshman 
Madi Wilkerson provided 20 digs, 
but the Broncos of Santa Clara 
proved to be the superior team in 
this matchup. Santa Clara came out 
firing by winning the first set 25-20, 
as the Gaels let that set slip away. 
Saint Mary’s was in control 15-14, 
but Nikki Hess and the stout Bronco 
offense scored four of the next five 
points en route to a first set victory. 
However, Saint Mary’s did not 
back down from the hard-hitting 
Broncos, as they won the second set 
by a score of 25-23. Clare Powers and 
Alexis Salmons were the two main 
aggressors in the victorious second 
set as both players were able to send 
two cross court kills into the corner. 
Although the match was tied up 
after two sets, Santa Clara ran away 
with the game by taking the third set. 
Although the Gaels were resilient in 
their efforts to attempt a comeback, 
the Broncos won the set 25-21 and 
carried their momentum into the 
fourth set, winning that one 25-18. 
Santa Clara is the powerhouse of the 
WCC with a 16-6, 6-3 record. Saint 
Mary’s played a very tough, demand-
ing team but came out rejuvenated 
in Saturday’s matchup against the 
Dons of San Francisco. 
The Gaels’ confidence continues 
to grow and improve with each 
match.  On Saturday, they overcame 
San Francisco, a crucial victory. 
Saint Mary’s conquered the rival 
Dons by scores of 25-23, 30-28, 
28-30, and 25-20, thanks in large 
part to senior Rachel Gillcrist, who 
dominated with a team high 14 kills. 
Meanwhile, Clare Powers added a 
double-double with 12 kills and 16 
digs, as did Samantha Tinsley with 
13 kills and digs. Freshman Mary 
Hernandez continues to impress, 
and she did so again with 23 assists 
and ten digs. The Dons were out-
matched in this one, as Valentina Za-
loznik’s 16 kills were not enough to 
overcome the force of Saint Mary’s. 
The Gaels started slow, trailing 7-1 in 
the first of four sets. However, they 
pushed through their early struggles 
for a comeback win of 25-23. 
In the second set, the madness 
continued with both teams fir-
ing back point after point. The 
Gaels pulled through, winning the 
match 30-28, in spite of losing star 
player Natalie Loos to injury. In 
the third set, Saint Mary’s came 
out aggressive early. Key kills by 
Rachel Gillcrist helped to add to 
the lead. Unfortunately, the Dons 
proved to be too much in this set, 
winning by a final score of 30-28. 
San Francisco Dons was resilient in 
their efforts to attempt a comeback 
but were unsuccessful, as they lost 
the fourth set 25-20. According to 
Mary Hernandez, “I think we’re 
way more confident. We just want 
to win. We’re so hungry and we want 
to win.” This positive mentality will 
help the Gaels as they look to climb 
the WCC standings. Saint Mary’s 
improves to 7-13 overall and 3-7 in 
conferenfce, which brings them 
to 8th place. The Gaels will look to 
build on that record this upcom-
ing week with matchups against 
University of the Pacific at home on 
Thursday and then head on the road 
to face tough opponents University 
of San Diego and 12th overall ranked 
BYU. 
Mileva PoPovic comes up big aganst San Francisco on Saturday. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)
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As the 2014 NFL season reaches 
its midway point, there have been 
a plethora of teams that have both 
surprised and disappointed thus 
far. For starters, the defending 
Super Bowl champions, the Seattle 
Seahawks, have been the team sur-
rounded by the most controversy. 
Currently, Seattle sits at 3-3, which 
is good for third place in a rigorous 
NFC West. The Seahawks started 
off the season strong but have 
faltered as of late. Additionally, 
the Percy Harvin saga has added 
unneeded attention to a franchise 
known to be honorable and re-
spected. Reports were leaked that 
Harvin and former receiver Gold-
en Tate created controversy that 
led to a divided and hostile locker 
room environment. The Seahawks 
lost their number one receiver in 
Harvin, but the time to let him go 
seems fitting. While the shock of 
the trade appears to have worn off, 
the effects still linger, as Seattle 
is in desperate need of victory as 
they enter Week 8. Along with the 
NFC West, which possesses the 
top-tier talent of the Cardinals, 
49ers, and Seahawks, all of whom 
have records of .500 or better, the 
NFC East and NFC North are two 
divisions to be watched. 
Currently, the Detroit Lions 
and Dallas Cowboys sit atop their 
respective divisions. The Lions 
posses a 5-2 record, while the 
Cowboys are 6-1. Both of these 
teams are potential dark horses 
to come out of the NFC, as they 
have experienced and veteran 
quarterbacks in Matthew Stafford 
and Tony Romo. Detroit, who has 
been without their best wideout 
Calvin Johnson, is looking to make 
the playoffs for the first time since 
2011. Meanwhile, the Cowboys 
are in a similar position, not hav-
ing made it since 2009. Although 
Dallas and Detroit currently sit 
atop their divisions, expect the 
Philadelphia Eagles and Green 
Bay Packers to win each of their 
divisions. 
A devastating loss four weeks 
ago for the Eagles against the 
San Francisco 49er’s proved that 
Chip Kelly’s high arsenal offense 
is more of a myth than reality. 
They were grounded and held in 
check as the Niners only allowed 
NFL Contenders vs. Pretenders
a total of 22 rushing yards. The 
Eagles are soaring but are not be 
feared. Meanwhile, Green Bay 
has been hot these past few weeks, 
and Aaron Rodgers is one of the 
premier quarterbacks in the NFL. 
Green Bay is my dark horse team 
to look out for in the NFC this year, 
as they have a surplus of weapons 
on the offensive side of the ball. 
While the NFC has multiple 
teams in the hunt for the playoffs, 
the AFC is primarily led by the 
New England Patriots, Indianapo-
lis Colts, and the defending AFC 
Champion Denver Broncos. New 
England is always a dangerous 
team, and even without as many 
weapons this year, Tom Brady is 
leading his troops into conten-
tion once again with a 5-2 record. 
Julian Edelman and Shane Vereen 
have helped take the pressure off 
of Brady in recent weeks, so look 
for them to be relied upon as Feb-
ruary approaches. 
The Colts are the sleepers in the 
AFC this year, as they too posses 
a 5-2 record. This Andrew Luck 
squad is first in average points 
per game (30.9), yards per game 
(452.9), and passing yards (329.6). 
Running backs Trent Richardson 
and Ahmad Bradshaw need to 
step it up in order for the Colts 
to go deep into the playoffs this 
year, and I fully expect them to 
do that. The Colts’ running backs 
have started off sluggish but look 
for them to turn it around. The 
Colts have the talent and coaching 
staff to take them all the way, so 
now it is up to Luck and company 
to get the job done. In the AFC 
North, there is not one clear cut 
team that is dominant. Baltimore 
and Cincinnati are one and two, 
respectively, in that division, but 
neither possesses a central leader. 
Having lost Ray Rice, the Ravens 
look to be in trouble. 
On the other hand, the Denver 
Broncos are poised to come out 
on top of the AFC, as they are cur-
rently 6-1. Peyton Manning and 
his powerful offense are difficult 
to pick against, and with the addi-
tion of Emmanuel Sanders, Den-
ver looks even more dangerous. 
The additions of DeMarcus Ware 
and Aqib Talib make the Broncos 
feared on the defensive side as 
well. Denver is the returning and 
perennial favorite to win this 
year’s Super Bowl, and rightly so. 
Athlete Profile: Catherine Leduc looks for successful senior season
Senior women’s tennis player 
Catherine Leduc is now a co-cap-
tain for the Gaels in their 2014-
2015 tennis season. Catherine 
has been at Saint Mary’s College 
all four years and has seen great 
success along the way. 
A native of Canada, Leduc 
moved to America in 2011 to be-
gin her freshman year. She notes 
that her decision to make the 
move was because, “I wanted to 
pursue my education and tennis 
at the same time. In Canada you 
really only have the choice of 
one or the other, and I decided I 
wanted to continue doing both.” 
She is now a kinesiology major 
and looks to pursue business 
management in the years after 
her Saint Mary’s experience. 
The women’s tennis team at 
Saint Mary’s is one of the small-
est teams on campus, but that has 
not stopped them from achiev-
ing great success in the past few 
years. Leduc was a part of the 
2012-2013 team who beat No. 7 
Stanford her sophomore year, as 
she played the important role of 
clinching the final point for Saint 
Mary’s to win the match. This 
was a huge success for the Gaels, 
who after the match improved to 
a career high ranking of No. 19 in 
the nation as a team. 
Now a senior, Leduc hopes 
to take on more of a leadership 
role and “help guide her younger 
teammates and be a positive 
influence for them.” Being the 
person on the team that has at-
tended the College for the lon-
gest amount of time, Leduc notes, 
“It is a different feeling now that 
[my teammates] all look up to 
me, and I’m not the youngest 
anymore.” 
Wo m e n ’s  t e n n i s  h a s  a l s o 
brought in three new players to 
the team this year, two freshmen 
and one transfer sophomore; for 
a small team of seven girls, these 
are some major changes. As the 
leader, Leduc said, “We all get 
along well, they fit in right away 
with the returning members, and 
I think their contribution will 
help us improve.” 
Heading into this season, 
Leduc holds a national ranking 
of 116 and hopes to improve in 
her last season of collegiate ten-
nis. “My goal for this upcoming 
season is to keep improving my 
individual ranking, play at a high 
position in the lineup, and for our 
team to have success in confer-
ence and all season.” (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)
Women’s soccer wins thriller at Pacific
hannah diaz nets the game-winning goal in the 89th minute
Saint Mary’s won their first 
WCC game against Pacific on 
Saturday night. The Gaels (7-
8-2) scored the only goal of the 
game in the 89th minute. The 
goal came from freshman Han-
nah Diaz, which was set up from 
Jessica Castillo and Samantha 
Dion. Castillo was able to hit 
Dion outside of the box, who 
crossed the ball into Diaz. Diaz 
was able to settle the ball and 
move past her defender to take 
a shot that reached the back of 
the net. 
Hannah Diaz is not your typi-
cal freshman. Diaz was able 
to graduate from high school 
early, so she could join the team 
in January. The extra practice 
continues to pay off for the 
freshman forward.
“The goal came from a qual-
ity final ball and a quality, pure 
class finish,” said coach Kai 
Edwards.  “The shutout was also 
great to see.  Everyone attacked 
and everyone defended today.”
The Gaels were victors in 
the shots category. They out 
shot the tigers 16-10, and, more 
importantly, were 9-2 for shots 
on goal. 
Coach Kai Edwards was happy 
with the performance put to-
gether by the team. “We played 
very well today,” said Edwards.   
“We had a great week of training 
and it showed today.  Our ball 
possession was class… a road win 
in the WCC is hard to do and we 
got it done tonight.”
The Gaels dominated this 
g a m e  a n d  g o a l i e  S t e p h a n i e 
Busch was able to pick up her 
first win and shutout of the 
year. The two saves came in the 
second half, but Busch stood 
strong in goal. 
The Gaels now look to two 
match ups at home on Thursday 
and Saturday. Saint Mary’s wel-
comes in BYU on Thursday for 
the third home game on the new 
grass at Saint Mary’s Stadium. 
BYU is undefeated in conference 
(6-0-0) and they show no signs 
of slowing down. The Cougars 
have outscored WCC opponents 
18-4 in the four contests played. 
The Gaels will have a tough time, 
but they were able to play to a tie 
against top-ranked Pepperdine 
earlier this year. 
Things do not get much eas-
ier when Saint Mary’s faces off 
against University of San Diego 
on Saturday afternoon. San Di-
ego faces of against the Pacific 
Tigers on Thursday night. They 
will be coming in with a 3-2-0 
record and 7-6-2 overall. It will 
be an even match against teams 
closer to the middle of the pack 
in the WCC. The Gaels are 9th in 
the conference with five points, 
while San Diego is in a three-
way for third place with nine 
points. The Gaels could do some 
damage by picking up victories 
against two of the top teams in 
the conference. A tie and a vic-
tory would continue to move the 
Gaels in the right direction.
Pacific
1
0
saint Mary’s
“The goal came from 
a quality final ball and 
a quality, pure class 
finish. The shutout was 
also great to see.”
HannaH Diaz scored a goal to finish the match in the 89th minute of play at pacific. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)
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